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Chapter 1381 - Ye Chen Shows His Ice & Flame Power 

"How does he have such speed?" Gong Senye was confused when he saw Ye Chen's speed. 

Ye Chen's speed was so high that it was hard for Gong Senye to dodge this. 

Gong Senye continued to be beaten by Ye Chen, Gong Senye didn't seem to have a chance to retaliate 

against Ye Chen's attack. 

"Yahh" Gong Senye couldn't stand Ye Chen's attack anymore, he immediately retreated and launched an 

attack at Ye Chen. 

Several giant wind palms shot towards Ye Chen, these giant wind palms shot towards Ye Chen. 

"Boom" multiple explosions occurred as a giant wind palm smashed into Ye Chen's body. 

"Die" Gong Senye looked very happy when he managed to hit Ye Chen. 

"You're getting excited too soon, the battle has just begun" Ye Chen came out from behind the smoke. 

"Feel this, Breaking Meteor Blow" Ye Chen immediately attacked Gong Senye who was in front of him. 

"Pow! !, Bam . . ." Gong Senye was hit and hit the floor, the floor instantly turned into a huge crater 

when it was hit by Gong Senye body. 

"Brat" Gong Senye crawled from the crater, it seemed that Ye Chen's punch had overwhelmed Gong 

Senye. 

The audience was shocked when they saw the ongoing battle, they all looked amazed when they saw Ye 

Chen who was able to face Gong Senye Face to Face. 

Even a core disciple with sizable strength and cultivation couldn't believe what Ye Chen was doing. 

All Peak Lords were watching the battle that was taking place, they looked surprised by what happened, 

what Ye Chen did was quite shocking. 

Ye Chen was able to face Gong Senye with a huge difference in strength. 

"What exactly is he, how can he win against Gong Senye" Shin Pi still can't believe what happened, what 

happened is very hard for him to believe. 

An inner court disciple being able to go up against an elder, it was still quite a difficult thing for Shin Pi to 

understand. 

"Just watch out, I will definitely kill you" Gong Senye's anger was already at its peak, he was already 

really angry with what Ye Chen had done. 

Gong Senye began to gather his strength, he made a very large wind ball, the wind ball that Gong Senye 

made was indeed very large, its size was estimated to be thousands of miles away. 

Gong Senye started to condense this wind ball, he condensed the wind ball to the size of a basketball. 



"Are you ready to feel real anger?" Gong Senye said to Ye Chen. 

Gong Senye looked very happy, he seemed to be enjoying the moment. 

Ye Chen was silent, he didn't answer the words that Gong Senye just said. 

"Atom Wind Boom" Gong Senye dropped the wind ball downwards, the wind ball instantly shot forward 

towards Ye Chen. 

"Boom" An extremely powerful blast of wind occurred when the condensed wind ball hit Ye Chen's 

body, the pressure generated was enormous when the wind ball hit Ye Chen's body. 

"Ye Chen" Xia Qingyu, Mei Yueli and Mu Nianci shouted when they saw Ye Chen was hit by the attack 

just now, honestly these three beauties were quite worried about Ye Chen's safety. 

"Hahaha" Gong Senye burst out laughing, he won this battle, the attack just now must have been strong 

enough to damage Ye Chen's body. 

The pressure from the wind that Gong Senye just got was very strong, when it exploded it was like the 

explosion of several Nuclear Bombs. 

The entire arena was shaken by this, fortunately the barrier that Lord Peak put up was strong enough, 

this allowed everyone in the arena to survive the explosion. 

Even if they managed to survive, the people inside the barrier would still be heavily injured, that was for 

sure. 

A huge crater was formed from Gong Senye's attack, rocks and dust fell from the attack that Gong Senye 

had just launched. 

People could see what kind of damage the attack that Gong Senye had just launched. 

The attack just now was too strong, it would be very difficult to defend against such an attack, not many 

people could withstand such a powerful attack. 

People began to think that this battle was over, and that the victor of this battle was Gong Senye. 

Gong Senye was still too strong for an outer court disciple like Ye Chen, the difference in strength 

between the two proved that Ye Chen would not be able to win against Gong Senye. 

Everyone looked towards the arena, they all wanted to see the condition of Ye Chen who was in the 

arena. 

When they looked into the arena, they all saw a figure standing in the middle of a giant pit. 

This figure became clearer, when this figure became clearer, everyone knew who this figure was. 

"He's still alive after receiving such an attack" Everyone was shocked when they saw Ye Chen who was 

still alive after receiving an attack from Gong Senye. 

"You're done right, then now it's my turn" Ye Chen had already given Gong Senye several chances, now 

was the time for Ye Chen to fight back with his full strength. 



From Ye Chen's body a chill began to flow, this chill spread and froze the area around him. 

After this cold, a very high heat appeared, flames enveloped Ye Chen's body 

"What !. . ." All the Peak Lords rose from their seats, they looked at Ye Chen with disbelieving gazes. 

Even Ning Xia also stood up from her seat and looked at Ye Chen in disbelief. 

"Finally found" Ning Xia seemed to be happy when she saw Ye Chen in front of her. 

"What's this?" Gong Senye was confused when he saw what happened, even though he just had the 

pleasure of almost killing Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen knelt down, himself touching the floor beneath him. 

"Let's end this as soon as possible, I'm sick of you" Ye Chen was going to end this quickly, he was tired of 

fighting against Gong Senye. 

"Frost Age" Ye Chen used Frost Age to freeze all objects and life around this place, all objects and life 

were instantly covered by Ice and frozen. 

Gong Senye was instantly frozen into an Ice statue in mere seconds. 

Even the barriers set up by Lord Peak began to freeze when facing the Frost Age. 

" what just happened?" Everyone looked confused by what had just happened, their vision interrupted 

by the barrier that had frozen into Ice. 

the temperature dropped when Ye Chen used Frost Age, the temperature in the arena became 

extremely cold to the audience. 

"God Fire Sword" a flame began to burn and burn the existing ice barrier, the heat of the fire spread and 

made the temperature hotter. 

"hot" All the audience felt hot, they immediately retreated to escape the extremely high heat. 

Lord Peak was starting to fear that the barrier they had created would break, so they strengthened the 

barrier to avoid any unwanted situations. 

Gong Senye was currently lying on the ground, his body already frozen and partially scorched by Ye 

Chen's attack. 

Everyone was stunned when they saw what happened, they were taken aback by what Ye Chen had just 

done. 

If Lord Peak hadn't put up the barrier earlier, they would all have become like Gong Senye who was now 

in a terrible state. 

"Master, is it okay to keep him alive?" Chu Yuechan asked Ye Chen. 

"It doesn't matter, even if he is alive but he will no longer be able to become a cultivator, I have already 

made him an ordinary person by destroying his cultivation base" Ye Chen said to Chu Yuechan. 

Chapter 1382 - Invitation From Nine Peak Lords 



Ye Chen had already crippled Gong Senye, so Gong Senye would no longer be able to interfere with Ye 

Chen. 

"Wow, that was great." Yun Yang praised Ye Chen, he praised Ye Chen for being able to win against 

Gong Senye, plus Ye Chen who used two elements made everyone in this place feel very surprised. 

"He's interesting, I think I'll add him to my peak." Ru Maan became interested when he saw what Ye 

Chen had just done, Ru Maan felt that he wanted to include Ye Chen in his peak. 

"That won't happen, I will do it." Shin Pi won't let Ru Maan succeed, he won't let anyone get Ye Chen. 

After seeing what happened, Shin Pi intended to recruit Ye Chen, he intended to recruit Ye Chen 

because he seemed to be such a genius. 

Perhaps he would become an extraordinary person in the future, so it wouldn't hurt for Shin Pi to recruit 

Ye Chen into Cloud Sky Peak. 

"Who goes first, he will get it" Mo Chiyi got up from where she was standing, She current self headed 

straight for Ye Chen. 

"This bitch" Shin Pi and Ru Maan looked at Mo Chiyi who was one step ahead of them. 

"Hello Ye Chen, do you intend to join Black Rose Peak?" Mo Chiyi was the first to go recruit Ye Chen, she 

used a charm to Ye Chen. 

Mo Chiyi wanted Ye Chen to join Black Rose Peak, with Ye Chen's ability like that, Mo Chiyi didn't 

hesitate in recruiting Ye Chen. 

People were quite shocked when they heard this, Ye Chen had just been recruited by Lord Peak from 

Black Rose Peak. 

Even though Black Rose Peak only accepted women, why did Mo Chiyi come forward and recruit Ye 

Chen, what was it that made Mo Chiyi like this. 

"Oh that. . ." Ye Chen smiled, he didn't know whether he would accept this invitation or not. 

If you see Mo Chiyi is beautiful and sexy, but Ye Chen feels that this woman is a little prickly, there is 

nothing good if Ye Chen goes with her. 

"Don't listen to her, you better join Dewdrop Peak, there you will be warmly welcomed" Ru Maan came 

forward, he also invited Ye Chen to join Dewdrop Peak. 

Now that there are two Peak Lords inviting Ye Chen, of course this is quite surprising once two of the 9 

Lord Peaks invited Ye Chen, this is a good fortune for Ye Chen. 

"You should just join Flying Sword Peak, there your abilities will definitely be much more developed" 

Yun Yang didn't want to lose, he came and recruited Ye Chen to join Flying Sword Peak. 

Now that 3 of the 9 lord Peaks had invited Ye Chen, it really was a very difficult choice. 

"If you don't mind, how about you join Flying Sword Peak, there you can learn more about combat." Zhu 

Tenmu also joined in, he invited Ye Chen into the Redemption Spear Peak. 



Zhu Tenmu had seen Ye Chen's talent, he believed that Ye Chen was a very talented person in battle, so 

it was fine for Zhu Tenmu to recruit Ye Chen. 

From Zhu Tenmu's point of view Ye Chen was a genius, so it would be very easy for Ye Chen to adapt to 

the Redemption Spear Peak. 

Not only that, the masters of Blooming Life Peak, One Hundred Thousand Weapon Peak, Double Pair 

Peak also proposed the same thing, they recruited Ye Chen to join. 

As more and more Peak Lords recruited Ye Chen, this was quite a shock for everyone in this place. 

They did not expect that the person they initially thought was weak would be recruited by the Peak 

Lords in the Nine Immortals Peak Sect. 

"You should all get out of the way, he's mine" Shin Pi tells everyone to get out of the way, they all don't 

deserve Ye Chen, only he deserves a genius like Ye Chen. 

"What the hell, old man you better not be greedy, you've got a lot of strong people, you better let go of 

this one" Yun Yang protested, himself protesting because he wasn't happy when he saw Shin Pi trying to 

get Ye Chen. 

Even though in Cloud Sky Peak there were already many great geniuses, but still Shin Pi wanted to get Ye 

Chen and didn't want to share it with all of them. 

Several Peak Lords also started to protest, they protested because they felt Shin Pi was too greedy and 

didn't want to share with all of them. 

"I don't care, it's my right to recruit him" Shin Pi said to all the Peak Lords in front of him. 

Shin Pi doesn't care about the protests raised by the existing Peak Lords, more precisely Shin Pi doesn't 

consider the protests raised by all the Peak Lords in front of him. 

"Ye Chen, join me, you will get the best strength and resources in this entire Sect." Shin Pi gave Ye Chen 

a lure, no one would be able to stand this kind of lure. 

Resources were something that a cultivator desperately needed, without sufficient resources, a 

cultivator would not be able to raise their cultivation level very quickly. 

This is also a weakness for a cultivator, they can at least refuse if they are lured by a lot of resources. 

So Shin Pi was sure that he could attract Ye Chen to join Cloud Sky Peak. 

Too bad Shin Pi doesn't know that what he's doing is completely useless, Ye Chen isn't that kind of 

person, so what Shin Pi did is completely useless to Ye Chen. 

"Then I will give you a lot of resources." Other Peak Lords didn't want to lose, they also offered 

resources to Ye Chen. 

Everyone in the audience was shocked by what happened, they all looked very shocked when they saw 

Ye Chen being invited by all the Peak Lords present. 

from this alone it can be concluded that Ye Chen will definitely get a lot of extraordinary benefits. 



"Ye Chen, do you want to join Jade Lotus Peak?" Ning Xia came, she came and walked over to Ye Chen. 

Ning Xia's tone was very gentle, she invited Ye Chen with all her heart. 

all the Peak lords were shocked when they listened to Ning Xia uttering words like this, to be honest 

they had never seen Ning Xia behave like this. 

To be honest, Ning Xia always looked indifferent in front of everyone, so it would be very shocking to 

see Ning Xia behave like this towards Ye Chen. 

they all looked shocked when they saw this, the expressions of all the Peak Lords were like they had just 

seen a ghost. 

"Why are you doing this too?" Mo Chiyi questioned Ning Xia, she had never seen Ning Xia like this. 

this was the first time Mo Chiyi had seen Ning Xia do something like this. 

"I also want to recruit him, do you have a problem with it" Ning Xia said to Mo Chiyi. 

After discovering Ye Chen could use two elements like self, Ning Xia became more and more attracted to 

Ye Chen, she wanted Ye Chen to join Jade Lotus Peak. 

Ning Xia had been looking for a special person like Ye Chen for a long time, after discovering Ye Chen's 

whereabouts how could Ning Xia be willing to let him go. 

"But doesn't Jade Lotus Peak not accept male disciples?" Mo Chiyi said to Ning Xia. 

"Who said that, there is no such rule, I just don't want to accept male students, but he is different, so it 

doesn't matter…" Ning Xia said to Mo Chiyi. 

Chapter 1383 - I Will Give You Anything You Want 

"-_-" Mo Chiyi didn't expect that Ning Xia would say something like this, it was quite surprising that Ning 

Xia would break her own rules. 

All the disciples from Jade Lotus Peak also didn't expect that Ning Xia would say something like this, they 

didn't expect to hear something like this from Ning Xia. 

Ning Xia put a male disciple into the Jade Lotus Peak, of course this would be very shocking for a female 

disciple in the Jade Lotus Peak. 

"Don't be fooled by it, Jade Lotus Peak is a very bad place, it's the weakest peak, so you shouldn't go 

there" Shin Pi forbade Ye Chen to go together with Ning Xia. 

Jade Lotus Peak was the weakest place among the nine peaks, so Shin Pi didn't want Ye Chen to waste 

his talent in such a place. 

Ning Xia was not angry when she listened to what Shin Pi had to say about Jade Lotus Peak, Ning Xia 

admitted that Jade Lotus Peak was indeed understaffed. 

Jade Lotus Peak's inhabitants were few, so the strength of Jade Lotus Peak wasn't as strong as other 

Peaks. 



"Ye Chen, isn't your fiancée at Jade Lotus Peak too, isn't this a good opportunity for you to be together 

with him, if you're willing to join, I don't mind letting you two go" Ning Xia said to Ye Chen. 

Ning Xia used Xia Qingyu to get Ye Chen to go with her, with Xia Qingyu at Jade Lotus Peak, Ye Chen 

would definitely want to go with Ning Xia. 

"Lord Peak Ning, are you making up" All the Peak Lords couldn't believe it when they heard Ye Chen who 

had a fiancée in Jade Lotus Peak. 

"Why would I lie to you, Qingyu come here" Ning Xia told Xia Qingyu to come. 

Xia Qingyu was quite surprised when she was called by Ning Xia, she didn't expect that Ning Xia would 

drag herself into this matter. 

"Qingyu, Lord Peak is calling for you, hurry over there." Mei Yueli told Xia Qingyu to go to Ning Xia's 

place. 

"Ah fine." Xia Qingyu nodded, flying towards where Ning Xia and Ye Chen were. 

Everyone looked at Xia Qingyu, they saw Xia Qingyu's pose, to be honest Xia Qingyu was a beautiful 

woman, she had a good appearance and seemed a little cold to others. 

"Greetings Lord Peak" Xia Qingyu greeted Ning Xia, Xia Qingyu looked a little nervous when she had to 

face Ning Xia. 

To be honest, Xia Qingyu only met Ning Xia once, so Xia Qingyu was still a bit unfamiliar with Ning Xia. 

"Qingyu, don't you have an engagement with Ye Chen, is it true?" Ning Xia asked Xia Qingyu. 

"That's true, I have it with Ye Chen" Xia Qingyu said to everyone present in this place. 

"Oh, how is that possible" all the Peak Lords still couldn't believe this. 

"Ye Chen, is what he said true?" Mo Chiyi asked Ye Chen. 

"Of course" Ye Chen nodded, he didn't deny that Xia Qingyu was his fiancée. 

"Wow he is so lucky, he has such a beautiful fiancée" Everyone looked envious when they saw Ye Chen 

have a beautiful fiancée like Xia Qingyu. 

"So you understand, then you don't need to bother anymore and leave this matter to me." Ning Xia felt 

that she had won, Ning Xia told the other Peak Lords to surrender to Ye Chen. 

"What if he has a fiancée in Jade Lotus Peak, it won't be a problem for us?" Shin Pi still doesn't want to 

give up, he still doesn't want to give up on getting Ye Chen. 

"That's right." Yun Yang also didn't want to lose, he tried to get Ye Chen. 

"Ye Chen I ask once again, do you want to join Jade Lotus Peak or not?" Ning Xia asked Ye Chen. 

Ning Xia wanted to know Ye Chen's answer, she wanted to know Ye Chen's answer, whether Ye Chen 

wanted to join Jade Lotus Peak or not. 



"Hmm, what will I get if I join Jade Lotus Peak?" Ye Chen asked what he would get if he joined Jade Lotus 

Peak. 

Ning Xia almost coughed when she heard Ye Chen's answer, Ye Chen was still willing to bargain with 

Ning Xia. 

If Ye Chen's position was replaced by a normal man, then they would definitely agree to Ning Xia's offer, 

an offer from Ning Xia was something that was very difficult for a man to refuse. 

Jade Lotus Peak is like a paradise inhabited by beautiful women, who are the men who dare to refuse 

the offer to live together with beautiful women. 

"di is different from most of the men I meet" Ning Xia felt that Ye Chen was very different from most of 

the men she met, Ye Chen was really very difficult to persuade. 

"I will give you whatever you want" Ning Xia said that she would give Ye Chen whatever he wanted. 

Ye Chen was dumbfounded when he listened to what Ning Xia had just said, Ning Xia would really give 

Ye Chen whatever he wanted, of course this was quite a good to Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen started to think evil thoughts as he listened to Ning Xia who would give him whatever he 

wanted. 

"Okay, I agree" Ye Chen very quickly agreed, he didn't want Ning Xia to change her mind. 

Ning Xia felt something was wrong with what she just said, Ning Xia didn't really care about that matter, 

as long as she could get a talent like Ye Chen's, then that would be a great thing. 

"He has already agreed to join the Jade Lotus Peak, you should all give up and leave." After seeing Ye 

Chen agree to join the Jade Lotus Peak, Ning Xia immediately ordered the other Peak Lords to go and 

release Ye Chen. 

"It won't be that easy" Shin Pi still doesn't want to give up, he is still very persistent in getting Ye Chen, if 

ordinary methods don't work, then Shin Pi will seize Ye Chen by force. 

"What do you mean, do you want to take it by force?" Mu Xueying looked displeased as she listened to 

Shin Pi trying to snatch Ye Chen away from her. 

"That's what I want to do" Shin Pi did intend to do that, he wanted to snatch Ye Chen from Ning Xia's 

hands. 

Shin Pi comes forward and intends to steal Ye Chen who is beside Ning Xia. 

Ning Xia didn't let Shin Pi go, Ning Xia stepped forward and stopped Shin Pi who wanted to steal Ye 

Chen. 

"boom" The of the battle was inevitable, Ning Xia and Shin Pi finally fought and made a terrible battle 

impact. 

The battle impact of a cultivator who was at the early stages of the Divine Overlord Realm was indeed 

terrifying, the impact was deeply felt by the people around this place. 



"Xueying, quickly bring Ye Chen and the others back to Jade Lotus Peak" Ning Xia immediately gave an 

order to Mu Xueying, Ning Xia wanted Mu Xueying to take Ye Chen and the others away from this place. 

"Okay" Mu Xueying nodded, she immediately took Ye Chen and Xia Qingyu to the Jade Lotus Peak. 

Girls from Jade Lotus Peak is also back, they all come back and obey what is said by Ning Xia. 

They knew that a big battle was about to take place, so it wasn't good to stay on the battlefield if you 

didn't want something bad to happen. 

Chapter 1384 - Ning Xia Vs All Lords Peak 

Seeing the core disciples fleeing from this place, people also started to flee, they all immediately fled to 

save themselves. 

They knew that a great battle was about to take place, if they stayed in this place, then they would most 

likely be killed by the battle that Lord Peak would be fighting in this place. 

"Do you really want to challenge me?" Shin Pi asked Ning Xia. 

"That depends, if you don't bother any of the Jade Lotus Peak people, then I won't fight you." Ning Xia 

said that she wouldn't fight Shin Pi, as long as Shin Pi no longer bothered Ye Chen then Ning Xia wouldn't 

fight back. 

"Ning Xia, that person doesn't suit you, he won't be great with you, so just leave Ye Chen to me." Shin Pi 

still refuses to back down, he still wants Ye Chen. 

"Ye Chen has already made his choice, you should just give up" Ning Xia refused to give Ye Chen, Ye 

Chen was the same person as her, so how could Ning Xia let go of a seed like Ye Chen. 

"Then let's finish in the battle" Seeing Ning Xia who was still adamant, Shin Pi couldn't stand it and 

invited Ning Xia to fight against him. 

Shin Pi picks up his sword, ready to battle Ning Xia. 

Ning Xia also took out her weapon, Ning Xia's weapon was a red shawl decorated with a white phoenix. 

Ning Xia waved her shawl, Ning Xia countered Shin Pi's attack with her shawl. 

"clang" A loud sound rang out as Ning Xia's shawl clashed with Shin Pi's sword. 

A very strong impact occurred, this made a part of the stadium destroyed by the impact of the impact of 

the attack just now. 

Luckily the spectators had already left to save themselves, otherwise they would have experienced quite 

a tragic loss of being trapped in this place 

Ning Xia's shawl was much stronger than it looked, it was strong enough to battle against Shin Pi's 

Weapon. 

"Sky Cloud Sword Rain" Shin Pi raised his two fingers up, a green circle appeared from the sky. 



From this circle came out a lot of wind swords with a size large enough, these wind swords fell down 

towards Ning Xia. 

Ning Xia waved her hand, the moment Ning Xia waved hers tens of thousands of white colored threads 

appeared and scattered around Ning Xia. 

This thread is extremely thin, it's hard to see this thread if you are not careful, if you look closely, this 

thread is made of deep Ice which is quite strong. 

Wind blades began to fall towards Ning Xia, Ning Xia was now locked among the tens of thousands of 

wind blades raining down on her. 

The moment Sky Cloud Sword Rain hit the Ice thread, Sky Cloud Sword Rain was instantly sliced ??by the 

Ice thread. 

The Ice Thread looked extremely sharp, it was like a sword being sharpened very sharply. 

This was one of the techniques created by Ning Xia, Ning Xia created this skill by herself. 

Ning Xia couldn't always rely on her Ice and Flame Phoenix inheritance, Ning Xia couldn't expose herself, 

so she created her own skills to defend against enemy attacks. 

The wind blade that passed through the ice thread was cut into small pieces, by the time it reached Ning 

Xia's side, it had already turned into a harmless grain of wind. 

"Sh*t" Shin Pi couldn't help but curse when he saw this, Ning Xia is indeed very difficult to fight, she has 

some abilities that are not easy to deal with. 

Ning Xia stretched her arms forward, when Ning Xia did that, the Ice threads around her body 

immediately rushed towards Shin Pi. 

Shin Pi tries to dodge this attack, unfortunately Shin Pi can't dodge because there are too many Ice 

threads, As a result Shin Pi's body is bound by Ning Xia's thousands of threads. 

Ning Xia immediately came and drew closer to Shin Pi, she was now standing next to Shin Pi. 

"I remind you, don't ever have thoughts for him, she is mine, remember that well" Ning Xia tells Shin Pi 

that Ye Chen is hers, so Ning Xia wants Shin Pi not to bother Ye Chen anymore. 

"Why are you just silent?, help me" Shin Pi asks another Peak Lord to take care of Ning Xia, Their goals 

are all the same, they want to get Ye Chen, so they must be able to beat Ning Xia. 

All the Peak Lords looked at each other, they nodded and agreed to help Shin Pi. 

From the start their goals were all the same, so it didn't matter if they joined hands to fight against each 

other. 

Plus Ning Xia was a great person, Ning Xia's strength was indeed worthy of reckoning with all Peak Lords. 

All Peak Lords attacked Ning Xia, they all cooperated to attack Ning Xia. 

Ning Xia immediately turned around and resisted the attacks from all the Peak Lords in this place, 

herself resisting all the attacks from the Peak Lords. 



Ning Xia was forced to retreat when facing the attacks of all Peak Lords, she was not retreating out of 

fear, rather she was retreating to get out of her overly exposed position. 

Ning Xia still looked very calm, there was no trace of fear when Ning Xia fought all the Peak Lords in this 

place, Ning Xia seemed to have no fear against all the Peak Lords. 

"I think I need to be a little serious" Ning Xia should be more serious, her opponent is quite a lot, she 

can't underestimate her opponent. 

All Peak Lords attacked Ning Xia, the great battle between Peak Lords had finally begun. 

A huge explosion and earthquake could be felt within the Sect. 

The people within the Sect didn't want to see what was going on, they preferred to go as far away as 

possible. 

If they got close it would be a death for all of them. 

. 

. 

Meanwhile Ye Chen and Xia Qingyu were led by Mu Xueying into the Jade Lotus Peak, Mu Xueying 

brought Ye Chen into the Jade Lotus Peak. 

"This is Jade Lotus Peak, from now on you will stay and train here." Mu Xueying told Ye Chen that she 

would train and live here. 

"It seems that from now on I will become very close to Senior Sister and Qingyu." Ye Chen was very 

happy that he could live together with Mu Xueying and Xia Qingyu, plus there was still Mei Yueli, Mu 

Nianci and several beauties from Jade Lotus Peak. . 

"Who is your Qingyu, I am not yours?" Xia Qingyu immediately refuted what Ye Chen said. 

"Qingyu, it's been a long time, you seem cold, have you forgotten me?" Ye Chen said to Xia Qingyu who 

was at the side. 

"Yes" said Xia Qingyu to Ye Chen, how could Xia Qingyu forget Ye Chen, she thinks of Ye Chen every day. 

Only Xia Qingyu was a little embarrassed to admit it, so she tried to deny it. 

"Then let me remind you." Ye Chen hugged Xia Qingyu's slim body, intending to remind Xia Qingyu of 

her past. 

"Ye Chen what are you doing" Xia Qingyu panicked a little when she saw what was happening, Ye Chen 

was very brave, this person's courage was getting bigger and bigger. 

"Of course it reminds My Qingyu" Ye Chen said to Xia Qingyu. 

"Ye Chen wait a moment" Xia Qingyu tried to stop Ye Chen, she tried to stop Ye Chen from doing 

something bad to her. 

"I don't want to" Ye Chen refused, he wanted to do something with Xia Qingyu. 



Chapter 1385 - Refusal To Stay In Jade Lotus Peak 

"Ahem. . ., Ye Chen you better let go her, people are coming." Mu Xueying reminded Ye Chen to let go 

Xia Qingyu. 

The female disciple of the Jade Lotus Peak was approaching this place. 

"Alright" Ye Chen nodded, he immediately let go of Xia Qingyu who was in his arms. 

Xia Qingyu immediately straightened her wrinkled clothes because of Ye Chen's actions, Xia Qingyu very 

quickly managed to tidy up her wrinkled clothes. 

A few moments later hundreds of people came from the horizon, they all had good looks and good 

looks, they wore red and some white clothes, plus there was a veil covering their faces. 

"Hehehe, I'll stay in this place, I can't wait to enjoy this." Ye Chen couldn't wait to enjoy the fun that was 

about to happen, he couldn't wait to have fun with the ladies at Jade Lotus Peak. 

These beautiful ladies descended in front of Mu Xueying, they paid their respects to Mu Xueying. 

Mu Xueying was highly respected in this place, so it would not be strange for everyone to immediately 

greet Mu Xueying. 

Mu Xueying nodded, she told everyone to get up, Mu Xueying didn't really like things that were quite 

formal like this. 

"I want to say something to all of you, as Lord Peak's order, from now on Ye Chen will join with us , I 

hope you can accept it" Mu Xueying gave important information, she wanted everyone to accept Ye 

Chen's whereabouts. 

"But senior, why do we have to do that?" there were some women who still couldn't accept this, they 

seemed unable to accept Ye Chen. 

This is Lord Peak's own wish, so we can't do anything about it." Mu Xueying said that this was Ning Xia's 

wish, so they all couldn't do anything about this matter. 

"Beautiful sisters, please help in the future." Ye Chen said to all the women in front of him, he called 

them beautiful sisters to touch their hearts. 

"beautiful sister?" some women didn't really like this, while some quite liked what Ye Chen had to say. 

"Ye Chen how old are you now?" one of the women immediately asked how old Ye Chen was, they all 

wanted to know Ye Chen's current age. 

"I'm 20 years old" Ye Chen told that he was still 20 years old. 

" what! ! !" All the women were shocked when they found out Ye Chen's age, they were really surprised 

when they found out that Ye Chen's age is still very easy. 

"Are you joking with all of us?" Some women felt that Ye Chen was joking with all of them. 

"Of course not, why don't you ask him if you don't believe him" Ye Chen told all the women to ask Mu 

Xueying about this matter. 



"Senior Sister Mu, was what she said just now true?" Everyone immediately asked whether what Ye 

Chen said was the truth or a lie. 

"What he said is the truth, he is indeed very young." Mu Xueying confirmed what Ye Chen said, Ye Chen 

was indeed very young. 

"Eh, impossible" These beauties couldn't believe this, they couldn't believe that Ye Chen was still so 

young. 

At such a young age, Ye Chen already has an extraordinary strength, of course this is very surprising. 

"Wow he's great" some women praised Ye Chen, they praised Ye Chen because Ye Chen looked really 

great. 

"Still it will be a problem if he stays with us." Several women still disagreed when they found out Ye 

Chen was going to live with them. 

These women were used to living without men, so they could do whatever they wanted within the Jade 

Lotus Peak, when there were men inside the Jade Lotus Peak, then it would be something of a problem 

for these women. 

They will no longer be as free as they used to be, maybe they even have to be careful in doing every 

activity. 

After all Ye Chen was a young man, he was definitely still in a state of growth, his curiosity for the 

opposite sex would be immense. 

plus all the women within the Jade Lotus Peak were beauties, so this would be extremely difficult for Ye 

Chen to endure. 

Ye Chen couldn't help but smile as he listened to the debate that was going on, it seemed that it was 

quite difficult for the women who were here to accept the existence of a man. 

"Oh, yes there is a location on the edge, there is a hut that he can use, I think it's fine for him to stay 

there" one of the women reminded that there was an open location with a small hut, there wasn't. 

someone was occupying it, it was also quite far from the women's dormitory, it seemed that it was a 

suitable location for Ye Chen to live in. 

"Oh yeah, I just remembered that too, then how about he just stay there" These women agreed with the 

suggestion, Ye Chen could stay there for a while. 

"Okay, we let you stay here but you have to stay in the place we have prepared" all the women agreed, 

they will let Ye Chen stay in the place they have prepared. 

"Isn't that a little unfair to him" Mei Yueli came and helped Ye Chen, she tried to help Ye Chen to get out 

of this problem. 

"Yueli, don't you hate men, but why are you helping her instead" All the women in this place started to 

question Mei Yueli who was trying to help Ye Chen. 



"Oh that. . ." Mei Yueli looked confused by the questions asked by her colleagues, Mei Yueli was 

confused to find an excuse to answer questions from the people around her. 

Mei Yueli had almost forgotten that everyone still thought she was afraid of men, so it wasn't strange 

that everyone was questioning why she was helping Ye Chen. 

"It's because she was invited by Lord Peak, if you treat her badly, won't you all be scolded" After 

thinking for a while, Mei Yueli finally came up with a reasonable excuse. 

All the women started to think about what Mei Yueli said, what Mei Yueli said did make sense, maybe 

Lord Peak would be angry about this. 

"If you are okay with that, I don't mind staying at the place you just mentioned." Ye Chen said that he 

had no problem staying at the place these beauties had previously said. 

As long as Ye Chen could stay close to Xia Qingyu, Mu Nianci, Mei Yueli and Mu Xueying, then Ye Chen 

wouldn't mind it. 

Ye Chen also understood that these women still couldn't accept Ye Chen's existence, they definitely 

needed time to accept Ye Chen's existence. 

"Very good, he agreed, that means Lord Peak won't be angry with us, come with us" Seeing Ye Chen 

agree, all the women escorted Ye Chen to the place where he was going to stay. 

Mu Xueying could only shake her head, it seemed that it would be difficult to convince these women to 

fully accept Ye Chen. 

"Sister Xueying, are you okay with this?" Mei Yueli asked Mu Xueying, wanting to know Mu Xueying's 

opinion. 

"There seems to be nothing to do with this matter, they still can't accept Ye Chen completely…" Mu 

Xueying thought the same thing as Ye Chen, Mu Xueying knew that the woman at Jade Lotus Peak still 

couldn't accept Ye Chen's existence. 

Chapter 1386 - Small Uninhabitable Hut 

Ye Chen was currently being taken by the ladies to a remote area in the Jade Lotus Peak, this area was 

indeed quite far from the girls dormitories. 

In this place there is indeed a small hut, around this hut there is a very large yard, it is like a hut in the 

middle of a golf course. 

"you will live in this place" one of the women told Ye Chen that she lived in this place. 

"You mean that little place?" Ye Chen asked again to the woman beside him. 

"Of course, is there a problem with that?" the women asked if Ye Chen had a problem with this. 

"Of course not." Ye Chen shook his head, he didn't feel there was a problem in this place. 

"Good, then you will stay in this place" Seeing that Ye Chen had agreed, all the women decided that Ye 

Chen would stay in this place. 



"Let's go." After finding a suitable place to live for Ye Chen, all the women left this place. 

"Ye Chen, if you have a problem, you can ask us, we will help" before leaving some people told Ye Chen 

to look for them if they had a problem. 

"Thank you very much" Ye Chen was grateful for the kindness that some women who seemed very 

warm to him were. 

After several Girls telling to Ye Chen, they immediately left Ye Chen alone. 

After the departure of the beautiful girls, Mu Xueying, Mei Yueli, Xia Qingyu and Mu Nianci arrived in 

front of Ye Chen. 

"Ye Chen, are you okay living in this place?" Mei Yueli immediately asked Ye Chen, she wanted to know if 

Ye Chen had no problem staying in this place. 

"Of course it doesn't matter to me." Ye Chen said that he had no problem living in this place. 

"Ye Chen, if you really don't like it, I can discuss this with Lord Peak." Mu Xueying would help Ye Chen 

change residence. 

"I don't think it's necessary." Ye Chen didn't really need Mu Xueying to do that. 

"Are you sure about this matter, it looks like this place is not worth it" Mu Nianci asked Ye Chen again, 

she saw that this place was not livable, there was only a hut that looked very old and worn. 

Even the room within the Frozen Ice Sect was still much better than the hut. 

"I can fix the problem, thanks to the wife who was worried about me" Ye Chen said to Mu Nianci. 

Mu Nianci's face was slightly red, she didn't expect that Ye Chen would express such praise to her. 

The sweet words that came out of Ye Chen's mouth were very difficult for Mu Nianci to resist, it was 

very difficult to resist Ye Chen's words from Ye Chen. 

"Ye Chen what exactly are you planning?" Xia Qingyu knew that Ye Chen was planning something, at a 

time like this, Ye Chen must be planning something. 

"I am indeed planning something, as expected from My Qingyu, you know very well what I am thinking" 

Ye Chen said with a smile towards Xia Qingyu. 

Xia Qingyu could really tell what Ye Chen was thinking, she already knew what Ye Chen would do in this 

kind of situation. 

"Why don't you tell us what you're planning." Xia Qingyu wanted Ye Chen to tell them the details of his 

plan. 

"Hehehe, it's a secret, you'll find out later." Ye Chen chuckled, he didn't tell him what he was planning. 

"You stingy" Mei Yueli looked dissatisfied when she saw Ye Chen acting so secretive, Mei Yueli didn't like 

it when Ye Chen acted so mysteriously like this. 



Ye Chen only smiled when he saw Mei Yueli who was currently pouting, Mei Yueli who was pouting was 

quite beautiful. 

"If you really say that, then we will go first." Since Ye Chen didn't mind this, Mu Xueying took Mei Yueli, 

Xia Qingyu and Mu Nianci away from this place. 

"Let's go" Mu Xueying invited Mei Yueli, Xia Qingyu and Mu Nianci to leave this place, they had to go 

back and practice, Mei Yueli, Xia Qingyu and Mu Nianci still had unfinished training programs. 

"okay" Mei Yueli, Xia Qingyu and their Mu Nianci couldn't stay in this place to accompany Ye Chen. 

Mu Xueying, Mei Yueli, Xia Qingyu and Mu Nianci left this place. 

Ye Chen was a little disappointed when he saw Mu Xueying, Mei Yueli, Xia Qingyu and Mu Nianci leaving 

this place, whereas Ye Chen hoped that one of them would stay and accompany him. 

It seemed like it would be an impossible thing to happen, Ye Chen could see that Mu Xueying was going 

to give training to Mei Yueli, Xia Qingyu and Mu Nianci, so it was very likely that doing so was something 

that was extremely impossible to happen. 

"Master, what are you going to do now, are you going to stay in that place that almost collapsed?" Chu 

Yuechan looked at the hut that was already in an uninhabitable condition. 

"Yes, I see, what you say is true, I think I will repair my living quarters" Ye Chen had to admit what Chu 

Yuechan said, this residence was indeed not worthy of Ye Chen. 

"I'll go find some cast iron and build a new building." Ye Chen went to look for some cast iron, he 

intended to build a livable house. 

"That's good, do it quickly." Chu Yuechan supported what Ye Chen was doing, she supported what Ye 

Chen was doing at the moment. 

Ye Chen left, he looked for some cast iron that was around this place, Ye Chen happened to be able to 

find the existence of some cast iron among the mountains in the Sky Cloud Peak Star Realm. 

The Sky Cloud Peak Star Realm was filled with mountains containing extremely rich minerals, so it 

wouldn't be difficult for Ye Chen to find some cast iron within the mountain. 

With Ye Chen's current strength, destroying a mountain wasn't that difficult, so Ye Chen would do 

mining for the materials needed to build a new house. 

In the process Ye Chen was not alone, he used Clone to help himself carry out the work. 

The more clones, the faster this work is completed, so the project execution time will be very fast. 

Ye Chen continued to work on gathering all the needed materials, Ye Chen needed a little time to gather 

all the materials he needed. 

Without Ye Chen knowing it was getting very dark, Ye Chen had to go back and start building a place for 

himself. 



Ye Chen returned to Jade Lotus Peak, when Ye Chen returned to Jade Lotus Peak, he found that Jade 

Lotus Peak looked very lonely, at night women from Jade Lotus Peak would spend their time cultivating 

in the room, so it would not be strange if Jade Lotus Peak felt extremely lonely. 

"Boom" in the distance there was an explosion sound that echoed quite loudly. 

"Looks like the battle is still continuing into the night." Ye Chen could see that in the distance a battle 

was taking place, the battle had been moved a bit away from the Sect, this was to prevent loss of life 

from the battle fought by Lord Peak. 

"Time to work" Ye Chen told all the Clone he made to work and build a house together, their target was 

to build a house in just one night. 

Ye Chen and all of the Clones got to work, they melted the Cast Iron they had just mined, they put 

together a decent place to live. 

Ye Chen also used some materials that were on earth, he used everything he had to beautify his 

residence. 

Because this place is spacious, Ye Chen can build a dwelling that he wants without having to worry about 

running out of land. 

Ye Chen worked quietly, no one was aware of what Ye Chen was doing. 

The battle from Lord Peak obscured the sound of Ye Chen's work, so no one would be aware of what Ye 

Chen was doing. 

As time went on, Ye Chen along with all the Clones he had created tried their best to create the best 

dwelling place in the entire Jade Lotus Peak. 

Ye Chen wanted to prove that he could create a place better than the one in the entire Jade Lotus Peak. 

Ye Chen was very confident that he could do such a thing, with his strength, nothing was impossible to 

do. 

Chapter 1387 - Noisy Morning 

The day quickly changed, a new day came after a long night. 

In the morning all the disciples came out of their rooms, they did their usual daily activities. 

In the morning all the women would gather and train together, they would practice a martial art that 

they continued to hone every day. 

By doing so, the level of understanding they have will become higher and higher as time goes on. 

When the female disciples just came out of their room, they saw a quite strange sight, they saw a 

square-shaped building that towered quite high. 

This building is also quite tall, it is estimated that there are dozens of others in this building. 

" what's that?" All the women have never seen the shape of a building that is quite strange like this, they 

are curious what happens at night. 



The ladies from Jade Lotus Peak started to make quite a noise, they all made quite a noise when they 

saw something like this happening at Jade Lotus Peak. 

"What's all the fuss in the morning like this?" Seeing the commotion the female disciples were making 

outside, Mu Xueying immediately came out and saw what was going on. 

"Senior Sister Mu, look there is a strange building that is quite tall." One of the female disciples pointed 

to where the majestic building stood. 

Mu Xueying looked in the direction where the square-shaped building was. 

When Mu Xueying saw the architectural form used, she immediately knew who had built the building. 

"Ye Chen, what are you doing" Mu Xueying immediately knew that this was Ye Chen's doing, she was the 

one who could build a building like this. 

In order to confirm that this was the building that Ye Chen was in, Mu Xueying immediately went to the 

place where the building was standing, Mu Xueying wanted to confirm that the building was indeed 

made by Ye Chen. 

Seeing Mu Xueying leaving, all the women decided to go and see what was going on, they all also felt 

curious about the building that stood so tall, so they wanted to see and wanted to know what it was. 

The curiosity of women is quite high, they are very curious about the building in front of them, to be 

honest they all want to know what exactly is the contents of that strange building. 

The curiosity that these women have may change their lives. 

In a matter of seconds Mu Xueying had arrived at the door of a very grand building, when viewed up 

close this building looked more like a classy hotel. 

"This must be her doing, she's the only one who can do something like this" Mu Xueying knew that this 

must be Ye Chen's doing, only Ye Chen could do such an insane thing. 

Constructing a building like this in one night was extremely difficult for a normal cultivator to do, plus 

the materials made this building look very sturdy and extremely hard, from just here Mu Xueying could 

see that it was made with very good quality iron, it is sturdy enough to withstand various kinds of 

attacks that are launched. 

"I have to find her whereabouts to find out what she wants" Mu Xueying decided to look for Ye Chen 

and asked what Ye Chen meant by doing this. 

Seeing Mu Xueying enter the building, all the women immediately followed in Mu Xueying's footsteps, 

they seemed very curious about the contents of the building that stood quite majestic. 

The moment Mu Xueying and all the women entered the building, they were greeted by an extremely 

amazing sight, the interior and everything in the building made all the women feel extremely shocked. 

They had never seen an interior as good as this, it was much nicer than all the places they had been. 

" what's this?" some of the women started to be amazed by what was happening, they were all 

mesmerized by the beauty that was in the building. 



They all seem to really like this place, they all like the elegant design of this place. 

Mu Xueying ignored these people, Mu Xueying directly used her Spirit Sense to find Ye Chen. 

Using her Spirit Sense, Mu Xueying discovered the whereabouts of Ye Chen, Ye Chen was now on the 

top floor. 

Mu Xueying didn't waste time and went to where Ye Chen was. 

"Senior Sister Mu" several women called Mu Xueying, unfortunately they were ignored by Mu Xueying. 

Since everyone was still quite unfamiliar with this place, they were all still wary of the new place they 

were familiar with, they didn't dare to stay too long and chased after Mu Xueying's figure climbing 

upstairs. 

Very quickly Mu Xueying and the lady from the Jade Lotus Peak went upstairs. 

Mu Xueying immediately found the room where Ye Chen was in, after finding the whereabouts of the 

room where Ye Chen was, Mu Xueying went straight in and broke the door. 

When Mu Xueying banged on Ye Chen's door, she found Ye Chen sleeping on the bed, he seemed to be 

sleeping very comfortably. 

After finishing building this place, Ye Chen immediately went and went to sleep, feeling tired from 

having to use quite a lot of Profound Energy to melt cast iron to make this building. 

Honestly, the cast iron that Ye Chen found was very hard, Ye Chen needed a lot of strength to melt the 

iron, as a result Ye Chen was exhausted and fell asleep very soundly. 

"Ye Chen wake up" Mu Xueying came and woke Ye Chen who was fast asleep. 

Ye Chen immediately woke up when he saw Mu Xueying suddenly in his room. 

"What's wrong?" Ye Chen asked what Mu Xueying was doing at her current place. 

"What does this mean?" Mu Xueying asked what Ye Chen meant to build such a huge building like this. 

"You mean this, I just made a proper place to live" Ye Chen told that he just made a decent place to live 

in. 

"Isn't this too much" Mu Xueying said to Ye Chen, Mu Xueying thought this was too much, building a 

place like this was too much to do. 

"It doesn't matter, didn't you say last night that I can do anything to this place" Ye Chen said with a 

yawn. 

Ye Chen was still a little sleepy, so he still slept and took cover under his blanket. 

Outside, several women peeked, they saw what was happening inside, they were surprised that Ye Chen 

was in the room. 

When they saw this, all the women knew that this building belonged to Ye Chen. 

They really didn't expect that this was a building that belonged to Ye Chen. 



The ugly and broken hut that was previously uninhabitable had been conjured by Ye Chen into a 

beautiful and truly amazing place. 

"this Still is too much" Mu Xueying said to Ye Chen. 

"Does this bother you?" Ye Chen asked Mu Xueying, he wanted to know if this building bothered Mu 

Xueying. 

"No." Mu Xueying said that this building didn't bother her, but it was too conspicuous because the 

building was too tall. 

"If it doesn't matter, then leave it alone." Ye Chen said to Mu Xueying to let this matter. 

"-_-" Mu Xueying was really helpless, she was made helpless by Ye Chen. 

"Then hurry up and get up now, practice time" Mu Xueying told Ye Chen to get up quickly, Mu Xueying 

doesn't like lazy people. 

"Sister Xueying, I'm still tired, can't you let me sleep a little longer?" Ye Chen asked Mu Xueying to give 

her some more sleep, Ye Chen is still a little sleepy. 

Ye Chen is still lying down very lazily, he wants to rest a little longer. 

"That's not allowed, get up quickly" Mu Xueying didn't allow Ye Chen to do that , she didn't allow Ye 

Chen to laze around like this 

Ye Chen didn't care, he was enjoying his time in bed, it had been a long time since Ye Chen had been 

lazing around like this, because he had the time to do this, he did things like this. 

Seeing Ye Chen who kept lazing in bed, Mu Xueying has no choice but to drag Ye Chen, she was 

immediately dragged Ye Chen in bed. 

"Hey, what are you doing?" Ye Chen complained when he was dragged out of bed by Mu Xueying, Ye 

Chen even put up a fight when dragged by Mu Xueying. 

"Get out right now" Mu Xueying kept pulling Ye Chen, she used her strength to pull Ye Chen off the bed. 

The scene that occurred was witnessed by the female disciples in the room, they saw Mu Xueying who 

was pulling Ye Chen from the bed. 

The female disciples in this place rarely saw Mu Xueying like this, they had never seen Mu Xueying do 

something like this to them. 

The female disciples of Jade Lotus Peak were quite disciplined, so they never got angry from the trainer 

or Mu Xueying. 

"Let us help" a few female disciples came in, they helped drag Ye Chen out of bed. 

"Why are you bothering me like this, you should go and take care of your own matters" Ye Chen told 

these women to let go of him. 

"We won't let you slack off, you need to be more disciplined here," said the female disciple who helped 

Mu Xueying in dragging Ye Chen. 



With the help of several women, Mu Xueying was finally able to drag Ye Chen out of bed. 

Just as they had managed to drag Ye Chen out of bed, they saw something very shocking. 

Ye Chen was currently naked, Ye Chen's beautiful body was now seen by everyone in the room. 

The room fell silent upon seeing this scene, everyone fell silent when they saw what was in front of 

them. 

Even the women outside the room fell silent when they saw what was in front of them. 

Chapter 1388 - Pervert, Quickly Cover It Up, Do You Want To Die 

Silence lingered for a while, this place became very quiet when everyone looked at Ye Chen. 

Honestly all the women looked surprised when they saw this scene, they were the first to see a man's 

belongings. 

Everyone looked shocked when they saw Ye Chen's item which looked huge and extremely majestic, its 

size was enough to make everyone feel frightened. 

These innocent women really saw something they never imagined in their lives. 

" Kyahhhh" after a fairly long silence, finally screams and screams were heard. 

All the women screamed and closed their eyes so as not to see something they were not allowed to see. 

"Pervert, what are you doing" several women immediately cursed Ye Chen, they all cursed Ye Chen for 

showing such an ugly thing. 

"Hey, hey, you guys who have pulled me by force, I told you not to do that" Ye Chen replied to the 

woman's words against him, Ye Chen here is a victim of the injustice that happened. 

Several women took the time to take a peek, they were also curious about Ye Chen's abnormal size. 

"Pervert, quickly cover it up, do you want to die" a woman told Ye Chen to cover up her ugly thing. 

Unfortunately Ye Chen was blamed by all the women in this place, he was blamed for making everyone 

see something bad. 

"Why don't you come out, this is my room" Ye Chen told all the women to get out of this room. 

From the start this was Ye Chen's room, so it should be these women who left this place. 

"we don't care about that" women didn't care about this matter, for them Ye Chen had made a mistake. 

Women are very complicated creatures, they always feel right in everything, even if they are wrong. 

"This" Mu Xueying gave a blanket to cover Ye Chen's body, Mu Xueying's expression was still the same, 

she didn't show any change like other women in this place. 

Mu Xueying was still indifferent about this matter, she seemed unaffected by the matter in front of her. 

"All of you hurry back to the training grounds once and forget what happened" Mu Xueying told the 

women behind her to return to the training grounds. 



"Okay we understand" hearing Mu Xueying's order, all the women immediately left this place, they 

immediately went to the training ground. 

"Ye Chen, you should also prepare, go to the training ground now." Mu Xueying told Ye Chen to get 

ready, she wanted Ye Chen to go to the training ground as soon as possible. 

"Okay, I understand." Ye Chen nodded, he would immediately go to the training ground. 

"Good" after successfully persuading Ye Chen, Mu Xueying immediately walked out of Ye Chen's room. 

"The women here are a little troublesome." Ye Chen felt that the women at the Jade Lotus Peak might 

be a little troublesome. 

"Fufufu, masters, their all waiting to be conquered by you" Chu Yuechan said while giggling. 

"Hahaha, we'll see." Ye Chen couldn't help but laugh as he listened to Chu Yuechan's words, 

"Alright, time to change clothes" Ye Chen decided to change and went to practice together with the 

beautiful female disciples inside the Jade Lotus Peak. , Ye Chen couldn't wait to do just that. 

Meanwhile Mu Xueying was currently leaning against the wall, her current breathing was slightly fast 

and erratic. 

what happened earlier made Mu Xueying very excited, she became excited because of such a thing. 

Mu Xueying was quite good at hiding what happened to her, she managed to hide her lust in front of Ye 

Chen. 

Honestly, what happened earlier reminded Ye Chen of what happened to him in the past. 

What she did together with Ye Chen was an experience that Mu Xueying could never forget, she wanted 

to feel that way again. 

Honestly, Mu Xueying couldn't help it, but she couldn't do that, her pride was too high to take the 

initiative. 

Mu Xueying tried to calm her heart down, she tried to stay calm and not lose herself. 

After a while, Mu Xueying started to calm down, after she calmed down Mu Xueying went straight to the 

training ground to see what the female disciples there were doing. 

. 

. 

A while later, Ye Chen went to the training ground, there Ye Chen saw that all the women were 

practicing their skills. 

There are those who practice swordsmanship, and there are those who practice using a shawl, the point 

is that in the divided Sect, there are sword users and there are shawl users, they complement each 

other, shawl users are usually long-range fighters, while sword users are close-range fighters. 



Some of the women saw Ye Chen's arrival, some of the women didn't like Ye Chen because of the 

previous accident. 

"Ye Chen come here" a woman called Ye Chen, it seems that this woman will be Ye Chen's instructor. 

Seeing someone calling him, Ye Chen immediately went and approached, Ye Chen immediately asked 

what was required of him. 

"Ye Chen, my name is Murong Zia, I was assigned by Mu Xueying to train you" this woman said that she 

would be Ye Chen's instructor in training. 

Murong Zia would explain everything Ye Chen needed to know. 

"yes, instructor Murong" Ye Chen said to Murong Zia. 

"You don't need to be so formal with me, you can call me Sister Zia" Murong Zia told Ye Chen to call 

herself Sister Zia. 

"Sister Zia" Ye Chen called Murong Zia's name as Sister Zia. 

Murong Zia nodded, she was happy to see Ye Chen obedient to her request. 

"So, what can you do, what weapons do you use often?" Murong Zia immediately asked what Ye Chen 

was using. 

"I use a sword" Ye Chen said that he was a sword user. 

"Hmm, sword user, then you will match the Jade Lotus Sword skill" Murong Zia said to Ye Chen. 

Since Ye Chen was a sword user then Murong Zia would teach Ye Chen the Jade Lotus Sword skill. 

"Sister Zia, please teach me" Ye Chen asked Murong Zia to teach him about the Jade Lotus Sword. 

"Okay, then take a good look at me." Murong Zia told Ye Chen to pay attention to himself, Murong Zia 

would start demonstrating what the Jade Lotus Sword's skills were like. 

Ye Chen nodded, he would pay attention to what Murong Zia was doing. 

Murong Zia started to demonstrate every move of the Jade Lotus Sword skill to Ye Chen. 

Jade Lotus Peak's skills were divided into 3 parts, the first was attacking with gentle moves, the second 

was parrying and deflecting attacks, and the third was quick and deadly attacks. 

Those were the three basics one needed to learn in order to fully use the Jade Lotus Sword skill. 

Murong Zia continued to explain everything to Ye Chen, she explained everything very carefully so that 

Ye Chen wouldn't forget. 

After a while, Murong Zia finally finished demonstrating everything to Ye Chen. 

"Do you have a question you want to ask?" Murong Zia asked if Ye Chen had a question for herself. 

"No, I have learned everything" Ye Chen said that he had learned everything that Murong Zia had 

shown. 



"Huh?" Murong Zia looked surprised when she listened to what Ye Chen said, she couldn't believe what 

she had just heard from Ye Chen. 

Ye Chen took the sword from Murong Zia's hand, he began to perform the move Murong Xia had 

previously demonstrated. 

Murong Zia saw what Ye Chen was doing, she watched every move Ye Chen made with her eyes wide 

open. 

Chapter 1389 - Ning Xia Has Returned 

Murong Zia was quite surprised when she saw that Ye Chen was so talented, Ye Chen could imitate all 

the moves she taught in just one go. 

"Sister Zia, sorry if I still make a mistake" Ye Chen apologized because he was still not perfect like 

Murong Zia. 

"No, that's very good, you did really well." Murong Zia praised Ye Chen for doing everything so well, to 

be honest Murong Zia had never seen someone like Ye Chen able to do something like this. 

"Thank you very much" Ye Chen smiled as he listened to what Murong Zia said. It seems that Ye Chen 

has successfully learned the Jade Lotus Sword skill. 

"Sister Zia, is there anything you want to teach me?" Ye Chen asked if there was anything else Murong 

Zia wanted to teach him. 

"Of course, I will teach you what I know." Murong Zia said that she would teach Ye Chen what she had. 

"Okay, I will listen to everything you have to say" Ye Chen seemed very happy about this, he would listen 

to what Murong Zia had to say. 

Ye Chen and Murong Zia continued to train, the two continued to train together, Murong Zia seemed to 

be a very good instructor to Ye Chen. 

After a while, Murong Zia had already taught everything to Ye Chen, now she had nothing more to teach 

Ye Chen. 

"Ye Chen you may go, your training is over." Murong Zia allowed Ye Chen to leave this place. 

"Yeah" Ye Chen was happy with this, now Ye Chen can try to seduce the women in this place. 

Ye Chen tries to get close to the woman who is in this place, who knows Ye Chen can get a beautiful 

woman acquaintance who can be a wife:). 

Murong Zia saw where Ye Chen was going, she let Ye Chen do whatever he wanted. 

Ye Chen's training program was over, so Ye Chen was free to do what he wanted. 

Murong Zia went to see Mu Xueying, she wanted to tell Mu Xueying that she had finished what Mu 

Xueying had told her to do. 

"Xueying, I'm done" Murong Zia came to Mu Xueying who was training some women, Mu Xueying was 

quite surprised to see Murong Zia here. 



Even though Mu Xueying had already ordered Murong Zia to train Ye Chen. 

"Is it done?" Mu Xueying asked if Murong Zia had done what she was told to do. 

"I've done what you told me to do, I've taught Ye Chen everything I know, that guy is really really 

terrible, he has mastered everything so fast, I can't teach him anymore" Murong Zia had given up, she 

had already could no longer teach Ye Chen. 

"Okay I understand" Mu Xueying could understand what Murong Zia was feeling. 

Murong Zia nodded, she immediately went to help another female student in need. 

Mu Xueying immediately looked at Ye Chen, at this time Mu Xueying saw that Ye Chen was flirting with 

some female disciples not far from this place. 

"This person" Mu Xueying could only shake her head, Ye Chen tried to tease the female disciple who was 

in this place. 

What Ye Chen did did not go smoothly, Ye Chen was rejected by the woman in this place. 

Due to the previous accident, many women avoided Ye Chen, they didn't want to get too close to a 

pervert like Ye Chen. 

Since Jade Lotus Peak had the least number of disciples and all of them were women, news about Ye 

Chen naturally spread very quickly among women. 

Women were gossipy creatures, news like this would naturally spread very quickly among the female 

disciples throughout Jade Lotus Peak. 

"Let him do whatever he wants, this will give me a headache." Mu Xueying decided to let Ye Chen do 

whatever he wanted, if Mu Xueying forbade it, it would give Mu Xueying a headache instead. 

Ye Chen tried to get acquainted with all the women in Jade Lotus Peak, Ye Chen didn't care if he was 

hated and disliked by the women in this place. 

There is an old saying that if hate turns into love, maybe it will happen later. 

Ye Chen used a gentle approach to all the women, he approached all of them quite gently, this was so 

that everyone would accept Ye Chen slowly. 

After getting acquainted enough and making small talk with the woman in this place, Ye Chen 

immediately returned to his room, Ye Chen intended to set some Arrays for training and cultivation 

purposes. 

Ye Chen was also going to put up an illusion barrier, Mu Xueying forbade the building because it was 

conspicuous, so Ye Chen intended to create an illusion barrier to hide his building. 

Ye Chen was about to return to work to create an ideal training ground for himself. 

. 

. 



After a while, Ning Xia finally returned to Jade Lotus Peak, it seemed that Ning Xia was a little tired from 

having to face the eight Lord Peaks. 

Ning Xia was currently in fairly good shape, there was no trace of any injuries or damage on her body, it 

seemed that Ning Xia had won unharmed. 

Actually Ning Xia's victory was not easy to obtain, Ning Xia had to restrain herself from being discovered 

by the eight Peak Lords. 

Luckily, Ning Xia managed to hide her abilities from start to finish, she managed to win without exposing 

her abilities. 

"Xueying" After arriving at the Jade Lotus Peak, Ning Xia immediately called for Mu Xueying. 

Hearing Ning Xia's call, Mu Xueying immediately left and walked over to Ning Xia. 

"Lord Peak, what's wrong?" Mu Xueying directly asked Ning Xia. 

"Where is that person?" Ning Xia asked where Ye Chen was, she wanted to know where Ye Chen was. 

"He's in his room now." Mu Xueying told Ning Xia that Ye Chen might be in her room. 

"Isn't he practicing?" Ning Xia asked Mu Xueying, Ning Xia wanted to know why Ye Chen didn't practice. 

"He's been training, he finished his training very quickly, even the person I appointed to teach him gave 

up very quickly" Mu Xueying explained what happened to Ning Xia. 

"Is that so, then I want to see it" Hearing this, Ning Xia immediately wanted to see Ye Chen. 

"Come with me" Mu Xueying took Ning Xia to find Ye Chen. 

Ning Xia nodded, she followed behind Mu Xueying. 

Mu Xueying led to Ye Chen's residence, the two quickly headed to Ye Chen's residence. 

When Ning Xia and Mu Xueying reached Ye Chen's place, they saw an old hut that looked uninhabitable. 

"Why did you even bring me to this place?" Ning Xia asked why Mu Xueying had brought her to a place 

like this. 

"Master, Ye Chen lives in this place." Mu Xueying informed that Ye Chen lived in this place. 

"How can you let him live in a place like this" Ning Xia said to Mu Xueying. 

Ning Xia couldn't believe that Mu Xueying would let Ye Chen stay in this place, even though Mu Xueying 

had a hidden relationship with Ye Chen. 

"This is because of the insistence of the female disciples, they still haven't fully accepted Ye Chen…" Mu 

Xueying said that it was because of the female disciples who still couldn't accept Ye Chen's existence. 

Chapter 1390 - Private Talk With Ning Xia 

"So they still can't accept Ye Chen's existence." Ning Xia was helpless when she said this, it seemed that 

all the female disciples in this place still couldn't accept Ye Chen. 



"Master, they must take some time to accept Ye Chen, little by little they will surely be able to accept Ye 

Chen" Mu Xueying said to Ning Xia. 

"I hope it happens quickly" Ning Xia hoped that it would happen soon. 

"Let's see how things are" Ning Xia took Mu Xueying to see how Ye Chen was. 

Mu Xueying nodded, she together with Ning Xia Approached the direction Ye Chen's building was 

located. 

As they approached, Mu Xueying and Ning Xia discovered an illusory barrier right in front of their eyes, 

when they stepped inside the illusionary barrier the scene before their eyes instantly changed. 

" this?" Ning Xia showed some surprise at what had happened, she was slightly surprised when she saw 

that an illusory barrier was placed in this place. 

To be honest Ning Xia didn't feel this barrier at all, this barrier was very well hidden. 

The person who set up the barrier was truly extremely skilled, Ning Xia honestly acknowledged the 

greatness of the person who set up this barrier. 

"This building" Ning Xia immediately asked about the towering building standing in front of her, she had 

never seen a building like this, it was even taller than all the buildings in the Nine Immortals Peak Sect. 

"Master, this building belongs to Ye Chen, he is the one who built this" Mu Xueying explained everything 

to Ning Xia, Mu Xueying told Ning Xia that this building was made by Ye Chen. 

"Ye Chen built this thing, and it was only in one night?" Ning Xia was again taken aback when she 

listened to what Mu Xueying had to say. 

Ning Xia did not expect that Ye Chen could build such a magnificent building in just one night, this was 

quite a shock. 

"Interesting, I want to look inside" Ning Xia was getting more and more interested, she decided to go 

inside. 

Mu Xueying followed behind Ning Xia, she very carefully followed behind Ning Xia. 

The two of them entered the building, when Ning Xia and Mu Xueying entered the building, they were 

shocked by the circulation of the profound energy in this place, the profound energy in this place was 

very rich, it was much better than the one outside. 

Mu Xueying looked confused by this, whereas before there was nothing like this, why did the Profound 

Energy in this place become so rich. 

"Interesting" Ning Xia is getting more and more interested in this matter, she doesn't know what Ye 

Chen is doing, but this is so extraordinary. 

"Xueying, from now on all female disciples will practice here, this place is very suitable for training" Ning 

Xia very quickly made a decision, she wanted all female disciples to stay and train here. 

The energy in this place will make them strong in short time. 



"But some of them might not want to," Mu Xueying said to Ning Xia. 

What Ning Xia said might be difficult to materialize, most likely some women wouldn't want to stay at Ye 

Chen's place. 

"If they dare to refuse, they will be punished." Ning Xia looked very serious in this matter, she herself 

said that there would be punishment for anyone who dared to contradict her wishes. 

"Go quickly and tell them all" Ning Xia told Mu Xueying to pass this news to all the female disciples at 

Jade Lotus Peak. 

"Okay, I'll do it right away" Mu Xueying immediately left, she did as Ning Xia ordered. 

"Master, when you talk to Ye Chen, you have to be more careful, he is a brat and too bold" Mu Xueying 

warned Ning Xia to be careful of Ye Chen. 

"You don't have to worry too much, I can solve this problem" Ning Xia said that she could solve Ye Chen, 

it wasn't difficult to face Ye Chen. 

Ning Xia herself immediately went up and looked for Ye Chen's whereabouts, she immediately went to 

Ye Chen's room . 

It is not difficult for the Ning Xia to find the whereabouts of Ye Chen, in a short time, Ning Xia managed 

to locate the whereabouts of Ye Chen, 

Ning Xia directly into the room Ye Chen, he immediately came in and saw what was done by Ye Chen. 

At the moment Ning Xia came in, Ning Xia found that Ye Chen was sitting cross-legged, he seemed to be 

cultivating on his bed. 

Ye Chen was currently not wearing a shirt, now Ye Chen's upper body was exposed very clearly in front 

of Ning Xia. 

Ning Xia felt a little awkward about this, it was Ning Xia's first time experiencing something like this, she 

was the first to see a man in this condition 

"ahem, Ye Chen" Ning Xia called Ye Chen, she woke up Ye Chen who was cultivating. 

Ye Chen immediately woke up when he heard Ning Xia's voice, he looked in the direction where Ning Xia 

was standing. 

"Greetings Lord Peak" Ye Chen stood up and gave Ning Xia a greeting. 

"You don't need to be so formal, let's sit down." Ning Xia invited Ye Chen to sit on a chair in the room. 

Ye Chen no longer hesitated with Ning Xia, he immediately went to Ning Xia's side, The two of them 

were now sitting with each other. 

"Ye Chen, you must have a lot of questions for me" Ning Xia said to Ye Chen. 

Ning Xia knew that Ye Chen had many questions for her. 

"Not really" Ye Chen didn't have too many questions, he only had one question for Ning Xia. 



Ning Xia was really on the verge of falling, yet again she was wrong when dealing with Ye Chen. 

"I'm too careless, this man is not like most people I meet" Ning Xia almost forgot that Ye Chen was 

different from most people she had met, Ye Chen was a little complicated to understand, this man was 

not easy to guess. 

"Then let's change the topic, you know the reason why I brought you to this place?" Ning Xia said to Ye 

Chen. 

Since the method just now didn't work, Ning Xia had no choice but to change the topic of their 

conversation. 

"I know the answer, you must be attracted to me, my charm is indeed quite high, so it's not strange that 

Lord Peak Ning would be attracted to me" Ye Chen said with a tone full of confidence. 

"-_-" Ning Xia didn't know what else to say, to be honest Ye Chen was too confident in himself. 

Ye Chen's confidence was indeed very high, this allowed Ye Chen to do whatever he wanted. 

"That's not what I meant, I brought you to this place because you have the power of Ice and fire within 

you" Ning Xia told Ye Chen about the reason why she brought Ye Chen to Jade Lotus Peak. 

"Oh, so you were interested when I used both elements at once" Ye Chen said to Ning Xia. 

"Take a good look at this" Ning Xia showed Ye Chen something. 

Ning Xia stretched her arms forward so Ye Chen could see what was happening. 

When Ning Xia stretched her arms forward, something happened, in both of Ning Xia's palms appeared 

Fire and Ice that seemed to be bound together. 

Ning Xia saw Ye Chen's reaction, she wanted to see if Ye Chen would be surprised by this or not. 

The moment Ning Xia saw Ye Chen, she found that Ye Chen was not at all surprised by what had 

happened. 

 


